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by Thomas Morelli
Welcome! Who am I And Why Listen To Me?
Hi, my name is Thomas Morelli. I have been a professional portrait photographer for 35 years. In 2003 I won Maine
PPA Photographer of the Year. I have won many other awards at PPA Maine events, and speak at PPA conventions,
as well as local meetings. I also teach along with my mentor and partner, Charles J. Lewis, Master Craftsman
Photographer and renowned teacher. We teach Success in Photography, with a real emphasis on Marketing, Pricing,
and Policies, with some photography thrown in too! Check out www.cjlewis.com/getphotoclients.html
I have photographed over 5,000 High School graduating seniors since 1976. It’s never gotten old – every new person
is unique and wonderful! I am still privileged to photograph graduating seniors, as well as their families.
Graduation time is a period of very high emotion for the family of the senior. It is also a time when the subjects
have a deadline - the yearbook portrait. This means that you have a group of people who are ripe for marketing to.
That's why I have a Senior Modeling Rep Program. It allows me to "get out ahead" of my local competiton, and
acquire names and clients early in the season. This way I am not marketing DURING my busy season, when I am
focused on doing the photography sessions.
Everything I do in my business is geared toward photographing MORE family groups - and booking seniors sessions
help ensure that happens. Almost every senior I photographed also is photographed with their family, which is where
the "real" money is! This Senior Model Guide is the "lite" version, I encourage to do what I have done for years and
become a Charles Lewis student, and really learn how to have the business of your dreams!
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Why Do We Have A Senior Modeling Program?
Here in Maine, where my studio is located, the cold weather months can be very slow for a portrait studio. So it is a
good time for me to market, try new ideas, and get some "buzz" going about my business. With Facebook,
Instagram and other social media, I have many low and no cost methods of advertising my business during those
times, so that later in the year I will be very busy. I can try new methods of lighting, new backgrounds and props,
new styles, and basically "keep the rust off" as I keep the studio fired up during those cold months.
Friends talk, and spread the word - so keeping my camera room busy helps people to keep talking about me and my
business. But more importantly, it gives me high school juniors who are graduating the next year, who will aid me in
my marketing, by many methods we'll describe here. I use direct mail, Facebook, Instagram, email and referrals to
acquire high school senior portrait clients. So I start early, in order to prepare all of my marketing materials!

How Do I Find Senior Models, Tom?
Before Facebook and other social media, I used to buy a senior mailing list, and send a "model call" out to potential
students. It worked well, but mailing to 800 to 1,000 students was costly. It was worth it, but the upfront mailing costs
were sometimes difficult during the slower time of year. You are here at a great time - the computer has made it a LOT
easier and far more cost effective!
I am looking for at least two students per high school in my area - thats 8 schools and 16 models, in my area. However,
EVERYONE who calls me, once interviewed, becomes a model, because models are also clients. They invest nicely in
my portraits as well as help market my studio.
I am looking for stories - students who are heavily involved in school, music, sports, student government, the
community. I need "movers and shakers", and not coincidentally, these students also usually take good care of
themselves. They do NOT have to be "super models" - but it seems to go together, that good families have great
students, who make great models.

How I Use Facebook To Find Models.
When I want to get those models calling, I start by asking last year's models if they have a friend or family
member who is curently a high school junior who they think would enjoy the program. Often I get many models
just from those referrals!
When using Facebook, I of course use student images, both those from last year's model program plus regular
client's images (with permission and testimonials) who were non-model clients.
Here's an example of what I use for copy along with several samples of senior portraits - "High School Class of
2016 Senior Model Call! It's 72 degrees and sunny in our Brewer studio! Loud music and lotsa fun, and we need
YOU - to be a model from your school, in our area! Shake off the icicles and call us at 989-2577 for more info! It's
fun and your parents will thank you! " Often I will also say "first 6 callers only please, we are nearly full"

I run this type of ad, with different portraits and slightly varied text, usually trying to incorporate some humor or
current event references that would interest students, three times a week, on Monday, Thursday and Saturday, and run
different time slots, to track what times work best.
Often simply making this post will get me calls, as people share and tag and encourage others whom they know who
might be interested to call me. Now, Facebook had become "Mombook" to many students, but parents often see these
ads and call too.
Of course using Pay-Per-Click ads and boosted posts can greatly increase reach and response on Facebook, for not a
lot of money. (On the Online Vault, with Charles and Todd Lewis, we did an extensive program about exactly how to
use Facebook. If you're not an Inner Circle member, you really should check it out!)
I begin my Facebook ads for models in November, to bein my photography sessions in January. I photograph in
January, February and March, so that I can begin my marketing in April.

The Interview

When I get a call from a student from my model call ads, we set up a time to have them come by the studio
with a parent to meet us. At the interview, we simply chat to find out if this would be something that they
would be interested in, and what kind of person they are.
I also do market research - I have here I have a living breathing high school Junior! I ask what students
think about the entire idea of senior portraits. I also gather great ideas on what appeals to them what this
age group is currently thinking about life in general and how it can be used in my advertising.
I explain everything to the student and parent so there are no questions, and reassure the parents that they
will be involved all along the way.

Take advantage of the fact that you are meeting with potentials life long clients. Dress nicely, be
prepared, have a smile and passion and enthusiasm. Instill confidence in the parents. Do not try to be
"hip" or "cool" with the student, you are not their age and they will think you're pretty dorky! I use my
bad sense of humor and dorkiness to my advantage, and I even tell my students "my goal is that you can
tell your friends "wow, he's pretty dorky but I look great in my pictures!"

What Do You Offer The Models?
Here are the basic benefits we offer our models. Many model programs are different, but I find that this works well for
me.
1) I photograph them in January or February, for no charge, in my studio. If they are a skiier, snowmobiler, or have any
other interesting outdoor "snow" related interests, we photography those as well. The whole point is eye catching
images for our marketing pieces in April and beyond. There is NO charge for this.
2) In the summer, no later than July 31st, I again photograph the model, for a few outdoor/location images. If they
desire I also will do a few more studio images with newer outfit or different hairstyles than they had in the early part of
the year. Again, no charge. The parents love this - a $300 value!
3) In August, the student orders their portraits, and receives a discount (you can determine that amount; I usually do
20%) on portraits.
4) I offer a complimentary family session and they also get the discount and pay no session fee. This usually doubles or
triples the sale to my model.

What Do You Require Of Your Models?
First, I require them to allow us to post and share Facebook images as well as use their image in any mailings and
marketing campaigns. I of course make use it's images that they approve of, but I have the final says of what's used.

Secondly, I make business card sized "referral cards" that have the student's image and a session fee discount, that they
student hands out to friends. I only have my name, phone number and a discount tied to the earlier months. The model
receives a $20 credit on their finished portrait order for every student that comes in with their card.

I encourage the model to bring as many friends as possible to the model session, dressed in school
colors, so we can do a "school spirit" portrait. Often these friends (same class year) book with us as
well!
The model tells the friends to bring their "interest" such as cheerleading outfits, musical instruments
and sports equipment. Make this session a party!
There's always a free helpful download, a new one at www.cjlewis.com/tom.html, check it out!
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Baby Plan And Newborn Modelings Bonus Page!

I put out a model call for newborns, who are due one to three months from now (my book is too full to do any
sooner.) My goal? Sign more people up for our Little Miracles Baby Plan. (see my Facebook page for pros, join
me, its free!) https://www.facebook.com/groups/ThomasMorelli/?ref=br_tf
I get permission to use the newborn portraits in my Facebook and other advertising, and there is no charge for
the session, and I also give them an 8x10" for participating. They go through the usual steps for all of my regular
paying clients, including my projection appointment, where they pick their favorite image for their 8x10" and
then can order more (and always do). They also get credit for an 8x10" for anyone they refer who becomes a baby
plan client too. If you do Online Galleries or proofs, or CDs, this will NOT work, sorry.
Here are a few samples of what I post for my newborn model calls. I run once a week. Sometimes I will also pay
to have a boosted or promoted post, for $20.

